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This has been an incredible year for our graduating BA
(Hons) Fine Art students, unprecedented in our lifetimes.
Contemporary art practices comment on and make sense of
the world by engaging with difficult and personal subjects.
Our graduating Fine Art students have made work in
relation to the rules of Lockdown and in spite of it. Large
scale paintings underway in the studios were executed at
home, experiments with domestic materials produced
beautiful fragile prints. Ambitious sculptures were installed
and recorded in living rooms. A kitchen table aesthetic,
long established as the preserve of women artists isolated at
home with children, became the working practices of
emerging artists coping with isolation and uncertainty. 
It is with great pleasure we present the works of our Fine
Art students. Our end of degree celebration is a poignant
one marked by separation, but also infused with great joy
and hope as this brilliant group of artists leave our
institution and make their way in the art world. We have
had the honour of working closely with this cohort as they
progressed through their degrees with determination and
passion. Their hard work is testament to their dedicated
work ethic and collective spirit. 
The Fine Art Team wish you all of the successes you rightly
deserve, thank you for taking us on your journey, we see
this as a beginning and not an ending, we will miss each
and every one of you. 
 
Congratulations from the entire Fine Art Team, School of
The Arts, University of Bolton
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The work is born from a mere touch of matter, I want the material from which
my work is made to remain as it is, what transforms into expression is no more

than a breath.
(Helio Oiticia, 1960)

 

As a process-led artist my practice becomes part of my
everyday life inspired by materials, formations and colour.
  I primarily work with sculpture-based installation
complemented by video work which has inspired an
outcome or has been inspired by an outcome. With form
and colour standing at the forefront of my work I aim to
challenge the stereotypes we apply to materials used in
different industries.   I work with both industrial and
everyday materials such as foam and plaster, wood and
silk to create contrast and tension within my work; these
materials hold physical contrast in their matter.
My work is often built up using bright colours; pink, green
or metallics working in contrast with raw materials such
as steel and wood; distracting the eye to believe something
else, and addressing the stereotypes held to them as being
‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ materials. 
Movement heavily inspires my work; the way the material
moves through the making, or how the sculpture evolves
with time and the change I see in the mediation.   Simply
moving my work around the studio allows for a better
understanding of what exactly we take into consideration
when linking meaning to materials. This allows the works
to be continuously mediated, changing the way I view and
read the pieces as my perceptions change.
By curating my works as an installation, I aim to create an
immersive environment; leaving nothing to the
imagination, every part of the work becomes visible,
allowing the viewer to take in each detail whether perfect
or not. The making is just as important as the outcome.





CAITLIN
             KINTA



My practice relates to science and art with particular
interest in microscopic imagery using macro
photography and a range of mixed-media such as
paint, printmaking techniques and resin to create a
series of outcomes that are often abstracted and
experimental.   The secondary method of
photography adds a further layer of scrutiny to the
microscopic and primary close-up images I use as my
source.   I have always been fascinated by the
connections between science and art and I underpin
my work with research and the experimental
materials and techniques I apply.
I am currently working with acrylic pours on canvas
investigating this method from earlier experiments
with resin in petri dishes.   The acrylic pours are
made using the same colour palettes as resin moulds
and could be mediated further by creating dry point
prints.   I envisage a series of mixed media acrylic
pours as the final outcome for the current body of
work.
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Memories are fleeting. The way we remember scenes is
broken up into slowed down renditions, sometimes
they can even be freeze-framed snapshots of a moment,
suspended on the edge of the mind. When a person
deals with trauma, or mental health, their memory
warps even more. Happy moments seem ephemeral,
breaking down, disappearing; drowned in a bottomless
void of sadder, lonelier, angrier memories. 
I aim to capture these departing happy memories in the
digital pieces I create. The furthest memories fade out
into the background to convey the growing lack of
immersion; keener attention being paid in the detail of
the subjects, some faceless or less figurative. Each piece
is made digitally and consists of three different tones,
one light, one medium, and one dark. These are added
to create layers of detail depending on the strength of
the memory of that particular part. The warmth of the
happy memories is conveyed through a warm palette of
orange tones.





DANI
POSTOLACHE

Being a shy child I was taken aback by the peace and tranquillity of
galleries and museums bringing upon myself serenity, a feeling that
developed rapidly a high level of confidence in myself, and at the
same time creating a deep relationship between the two of us - art
and myself.   I am influenced by 'Old Masters' such as Leonardo da
Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, Bernardo Luini, Caravaggio,
Rembrandt and Titian.   
I have a strong interest in the genre of portraiture and its temporal
and narrative potential to prompt personal or collective memory. 
Memory can be expressed in different ways.  With each door I close I
leave something behind, I try to capture small passages of my
personal life - part of my autobiographical memory.   I use
photography to capture moments of the everyday, acting in time as
a flashback, returning memorable episodes of my life.
In printmaking I use various papers, fabrics and acetates to explore
new methods and techniques; applying different types of
indentation, presenting them in different colours and shapes,
developing them at length.  I also work with traditional media such
as drawing to explore its tonal qualities; sculpture to convey
meaning through perspective and oil painting for its slow drying
quality and layers of meaning to carry the viewer into a world of
fantasy and imagination.





ELIZABETH 
MATUKUTIRE



As a woman who has many titles: Mother, Wife, Student, Patient,
Daughter, Sister, Aunty, it is a constant struggle to remain centred around
me and who I truly am.  My works show a timeline of my seemingly never-
ending struggles with my own personal understanding and acceptance of
myself, inside and out.   I intend to create work that is inspiring and
comforting, to myself as I go through these motions and chapters, and to
others as they encounter it.
My recent works are heavily focused on my highest title of ‘Mother’. I
chose this title and yearned it for many years yet I became overwhelmed
by its potential to consume and dictate my life. Motherhood is a hugely
open-ended concept that deserves further exploration, particularly
within the arts. As I navigate through my personal experience, I am
witnessing the rise and fall of the empowerment motherhood can bring. 
Being a mother brings the highest of highs but also the heaviest lows.
My current pieces depict the narrative of birth. How a mother experiences
birth can have serious repercussions on the relationship between her and
the child.   Birth is magical yet gruesome, painful yet serene and often
leaves the mother feeling extremely vulnerable yet powerful, all at the
same time.  Each birth is unique.  It can never be re-done or pre-planned
and each scenario comes with its own particular set of needs. 
I aim to capture the beauty of birth while showing it from various
perspectives; avoiding the overly literal or gory, but without depriving it
of the realities of the situation.



ELEANOR
ROWE

 



I appropriate found imagery from social media selfies
as a starting point for my work, but the portraits are
often autobiographical.   I convey meaning through
the visual language of paint; large sections of the
canvas covered in impasto acrylic paint and a colour
palette that might move or disturb the viewer.
The outcome of the work depends on my mood when I
am creating a piece, none of my portraits are pre-
determined.  I work instinctively when faced with the
canvas, making choices of colour and shape as I
create.   Working large scale is intentional, the pieces
looming out of the corner of the eye of the viewer,
overwhelming a space with their size, the stretcher
intact and wall mounted to convey the notion of
support for those who struggle.



My practice revolves around the use of contrast and
tension in relation to my theme of ‘Contrast in the City’;
emotional contrast being the primary concept I explore
developed through the use of colour, lighting, shapes
and compositions.  
The city is known to be a vibrant lively and busy
environment; to contradict this I use close-up
photographs on the city surroundings, close enough to
suggest ambiguity and confusion, an opposite of what is
expected from the environment.   Anxiety is something
many people are overwhelmed with in chaotic
situations; the ambiguity of the images conveys a sense
of out of place and uncertainty to convey the emotional
aspect I want to demonstrate.
Initially I use photography but then progress to painting
techniques often using acrylic as the primary medium
due to its ability to provide expressive and vibrant
aspects to the image.   Experimenting with colour and
process to define contrast in the piece is essential in my
practice; this often demands an abstract approach to be
taken which is reflected in my compositions.
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JO
PARKER



With a background in counselling and integrative therapy, my
concerns lie within the notion of self and the human condition
yet are also rooted within the psychological and sociological
issues experienced within contemporary society. My tendency
to respond to the plight of others with empathy, combined with
my own autobiographical experience creates narratives which
form a visual storytelling of personal histories that reach
beyond the self and into a wider social context, or the long view. 
Current work recognises ‘her story’ in visual representations of
issues regarding feminist ageing.
I consider myself a conduit of personal narratives conveyed by
the spoken word; their telling creating images in my mind, an
empathetic response and point of departure for much of my
work.   However, material thinking gives rise to less literal
outcomes as I explore non-traditional materials such as PVA
glue to test their strengths and limitations and potential for
scale. Narrative drives the medium as I sculpt the invisible in
such common place substances, echoing the feeling of
invisibility experienced by ageing women.   The behaviour of
PVA glue as sculpting material, creasing and folding into
beautiful fluid shapes reflects the transience of ageing skin. 
This delicacy and translucency when juxtaposed with the
visceral nature of rusting wire creates a sense of incongruency
between these two opposites that creates a strong sense of
tension.



JUSTINE          
RAITH



As an artist I want to feel engaged in deprived sections of the
community using social documentary photography as a
contemporary art form to convey my findings.   I work mainly in
analogue photography which I feel tells the truth more than modern
digital technology.  I parallel the notion of obsolescence of materials
with my images of abandoned streets and with ordinary people’s
lives being hidden, forgotten, neglected, overlooked and discarded.
I use different kinds of vintage cameras to achieve the results that I
aim for, and am currently using a constructed pinhole camera. The
pinhole takes time to load and unload, and to take the photograph.
With this device I am not in control, it takes charge and captures an
image directly from the environment; every photograph is unique.
My methods are out of kilter with the instant and disposable. Time is
taken with memory, place, and the passage of time, mirroring the
lack of importance attributed to many people in socially deprived
areas.   I work in the darkroom and rescue and use obsolete stock. I
am now learning skills to initiate the body of work that I want to
develop over the coming years, not only with my array of antiquated
cameras, but also to explore the moving image of analogue film. I
want people to take notice of the reality out there.
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My practice is underpinned by research allowing me to
produce a supported rendition of the subject portrayed;
this includes archival images and documents of cultural,
social and historical influences.  My work is often executed
through paint, though my use of medium is open for
discussion. Painting for myself, is not only a form of art
therapy but it allows me to connect with my subject or
research in a raw, visceral manner enhancing
psychological and sensory motifs that may underline my
work.  
Curation and the display of work is also a key interest. The
utilisation of space, and how artwork incorporates a space
can be vital in creating an interesting motif or resonating
impact or experience for the viewer. This could be
executed through various lightings, an unorthodox gallery
setting, or creating site-specific work.
Breaking the conformist views often enforced by
prestigious, respected industries through unconventional
ways is also shown in my work, through physical means
such as curation but also conceptually by adapting and
combining traits from historical and contemporary
influences.





MADDIE
KIRK

The concept behind my work focuses on ruins, particularly rust that forms
on abandoned objects during the ruination process.   I am inspired by the
colours and textures that form on different objects due to being exposed to
water, air and chemicals.  I consider how different environments affect the
way objects corrode, and how neglect and abandonment can affect objects
and their surroundings.  Influences include Kitty Chung O’Kane and Sonya
White who use rust printing in their practice. 
The processes I use are mostly print based, experimenting with different
ways of conveying rust through print.  I use saltwater to rust my own pieces
of metal, taking a natural process and forcing it in a controlled
environment to build a contrast between nature and man-made.  I then use
the rust that forms on those particular metal objects to create prints as a
way of documenting the ruination process.   As objects corrode, they
eventually disintegrate and become unrecognisable in their original form. 
I take something temporary and preserve it by creating permanent pieces
of art. 
Printing rust onto fabric extends the experimental process; a thin fabric
such as linen or calico, reflects the delicacy of the rust in the materials it is
printed on.  I find alternative ways of incorporating rust into the work itself;
rust scrapings mixed with water forms a paint-like substance to create
images of the rusted objects I had been studying.  My work heavily relies on
the process to drive the outcome to reflect the lack of control surrounding
how objects rust and corrode.  The experimental nature of the work reflects
the uncertainty of the ruination process itself.
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My practice follows a personal narrative through the
shared experiences of body image and identity.  I hold up a
mirror to myself, and back at the society that influences
the way we see ourselves through the technologies of social
media.  Universal themes are explored through the sense of
self and others; a scrutiny reflected in the subjects I choose
to portray as window to the inner being.  
I use simple lines and bold colours in drawing, painting
and printmaking adopting a figurative approach that often
becomes more abstracted, distant and dream-like.   My
practice has extended through experimental stitch into
painted and drawn pieces as I investigate the idea of
imperfection and the prevalence of cosmetic surgery
viewed through the lens of social media, altered self-
perception and the filters of body enhancement.



RUTH
 
 
 

DEAN



The theme of my work relates to identity, visibility
and stereo-typing in the digital context of social media
technology and the use of ‘social masks’.   Masks in
social media can be seen in the form of filters, edits
and even just captions. These are counted as masks in
my work as the person is hiding their ‘true’ self and
creating a persona-like image. 
Some aspects that might be seen on social media are
materialistic personalities, body confidence and social
class.   Several of these can link with one another but
most seem to be heavily impacted by media as a whole
and the expectation of how we’re ‘meant’ to be or look. 
Each set of images conveys a type of aspect or persona;
the work should speak for itself.
The influencing factors that define identity such as
gender, age, environment, personal experience and
constructed social or cultural identities, are explored
as the viewer encounters the images; their response
and opinion, positive or negative, are the outcome of
the work, the start of a conversation in relation to a
specific societal standpoint within social media.



VICTORIA
MATTHEWS
My work is a mix of paintings, sculpture, ceramics and
photography as I explore the relationship between the
process of making and the theme of mental health.   I
respond from a personal perspective to the influences of
stereo-typing, the impacts of social media and what is
often regarded as a ‘taboo’ subject to talk about amongst
friends, family and many others.
There is a lot of social stigma about how a person should
be and that mental health should be something that needs
to be put aside and stored away until further notice.   I
want people to think and talk about what I have made, and
to raise awareness of mental health through 2D and 3D
media, visual representations of what remains hidden and
unspoken.
The ceramic pieces in Fragmented were created from the
physical act of smashing, breaking, manipulating
fragments ripped from the moulds during the casting
process.  The properties of clay are explored through their
handling – the works tactile, fragile and delicate, open to
interpretation and inviting a response that might be
emotional, thought-provoking, expressive and personal
not only to me but all who engage with them.
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